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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Position of the deliverable in the whole project context
One of the main activities of the OPERA project regards the integration of Hardware and Software
components into fully working prototypes, including their validation under real-life workloads from
various application scenarios.
Inside of the WP2, the Task 2.2 will report the overall architecture, with particular attention to the
harmonization and interoperability aspects. The aim of this task is to gather, analyse and harmonise the
hardware and software modules, services, standards, systems, tools, platforms, results of initiatives
(e.g., EU funded projects), etc.
Description of the deliverable
In this deliverable it’s presented the final overall architecture and interconnections between the OPERA
elements (i.e., hardware and software modules, tools, adopted standards, etc.), along with details for
each use case.
This deliverable is organized as follows. A first chapter is devoted to present the final overall
architecture of the OPERA solution. With respect to the content of D2.3[1], in this chapter has been
highlighted the final design choices made, as well as the final composition of elements (both hardware
and software) and by highlighting their relative interconnections. Also, different technology used in the
final version of the OPERA architecture will be illustrated (e.g., FPGA accelerators for CNN application,
ConnectX 5 interconnection card, etc.). It follows an analysis of the three use cases and how they have
deployed the general architecture in their respective contexts. This way of deploying the OPERA
architecture is the result of three validation and refinement cycles (Agile methodology). Each use case is
presented split in two parts: i) the on-site components, and ii) the data center side components. Here,
with respect to D2.3[1] we present only differences. Regarding the on-site components, the main
changes are:
● Camera, used for fixed video surveillance of roads:
o traffic congestion
o counter flow vehicles
o camera coupled with an high efficiency server used for cycle counting
● Drone;
● Thin clients (simulated by specific applications to generate end users workload as reported in
D7.7, D7.8 and D7.9).
The target of the on-site devices is to acquire the data from different sources and share it to the remote
side (i.e., camera and drone), as well as to allow the interaction between the end user of an application
through a thin client and remote data centre delivering the service.
Again, for the data center components, in the following chapters we will describe and highlight only
main differences with respect to the previous iteration of this document [1].
The target of the remote system is to collect, analyse, and share the data received from the on-site
devices, as well as to export services to the end user which are accessible through a thin client. A special
attention is always dedicated to the power/energy management of both low power servers and ultralow power computing devices.
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1 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE & INTERCONNECTIONS
In this chapter, the consortium illustrates the main architecture that covers both the data center
technology bricks and the ones concerning the ultra-low power (ULP) cyber-physical system solution. It
highlights the final design and technological choices made during the project to provide a unified
architectural vision (computing continuum) covering data center and remote ULP systems, through the
usage of offloading techniques supporting the operations performed by the ULP systems.
1.1

OPERA ENVISIONED COMPUTING PLATFORM

The OPERA project provided a comprehensive architecture that cover the full spectrum of the
computing continuum, by integrating technological elements (both hardware and software) on the data
center side, and on the ultra-low power devices used in field, in the application use cases contexts.
Through this integration of hardware and software components, the whole presented architecture
provides large benefits in terms of energy efficiency.

Figure 1 - OPERA overall architecture covering the whole computing continuum.

Figure 1 shows such overall architecture in its final implementation, as the results of the three cycle of
implementation, validation (see use cases, namely the VDI, TRUCK, and ROAD MONITORING) and
refinement. The architecture is composed of three main blocks:
•

Low-power data center: it incorporates all the hardware and software solutions that enabled
OPERA to design and implement a fully heterogeneous data center, whose primary feature is the
reduction of power(energy) consumption, still providing large computational capabilities for the
applications. This result has been accomplished by introducing:
o High density, low-power, still high-performance modular server (e.g., Moonshot, EL4000),
where computing nodes are provided by dedicated cartridges;
o Application acceleration, by using dedicated FPGA-based cards (e.g., a CNN);
o POWER-based server;
o Large use of Linux containers (LC) as the primary virtualization mechanism;
o An efficient resource scheduling system (OPERA orchestrator) which is able to select the
best set of resources (nodes) to run specific application components (LC);
o A mechanism to efficiently provide migration of LCs across (heterogeneous) servers;
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•

•

o A dedicated interconnection between the modular server and the POWER sever, also
supporting migration of LCs. Such interconnection is based on the Mellanox ConnectX-5
board;
Gateway: a dedicated, small low-power computing system, equipped with an efficient directive
antenna for enhancing wireless communications. Such system is based on a software defined
radio (SDR) system to drive the directive antenna, and to provide energy efficient wireless
communications with remote ultra-low power sensing devices.
An ultra-low power (ULP) system: it is composed of an ULP-based computing system, which
provide through embedded hardware accelerators, computing capabilities for local data
processing; also, it comprises a wireless communication module driving a directive antenna and
managed through an SDR system. Finally, captured data comes from a camera sensor, which is
use to capture images and video streams in the context of the traffic monitoring use case.

All these different architectural elements residing at the core of the datacentre (energy efficient server
nodes) and at the edge (ultra-low power computing systems – ULPs and the gateway) have been
effectively integrated into a unified “Cloud” architecture.
The ULP edge system is able to access a remote service providing additional processing capabilities.
These capabilities are required when the local ULP node observes that the current task is too
computationally intensive to be (energy) efficiently executed locally or to be performant enough for the
application requirements (offloading mechanism). Also, on the data center side, a way of describing
complex application is provided. This is based on a customized TOSCA descriptor, which interacts
directly with the OPERA orchestration layer to enable such layer to select the most suitable components
to run the application LCs. Indeed, the application are containerized and the application components
(microservices) are run upon a VMs or a LCs.
In order to improve the energy efficiency of all the architecture components, OPERA resorted to a mix of
different processing technologies, ranging from X86_64, POWER8, ARM and FPGA accelerators.
Similarly, embedded devices will take advantage from the integration of specialised functions, in order
to reduce as much as possible, the energy consumption.
HPE designed a server chassis which offers the possibility to integrate up to 4 Moonshot compliant
server cartridges1 and 4 acceleration boards (FPGA, GP-GPUs, etc.). Similarly, an HPE Moonshot chassis
can eventually host a larger number of cartridges, although it does not support acceleration cards.
Interestingly, cartridges offer the capabilities of a conventional server (processing element, large
amount of on-board main memory, storage, I/O and networking) with a small footprint compared with
traditional server boards and chassis. Furthermore, cartridges are designed in such a way they can take
advantage from the server airflow, thus avoiding critical cooling elements such CPU fans. The
acceleration boards are connected to the system through standard high-speed PCIe interconnections.
OPERA dediced to focus on the FPGA technology to implement appplication accelerators, since it offers
high-performance at a lower power consumption with regards to other technologies (i.e., a very good
performance/Watt ratio). Thanks to their reconfigurability feature and the availability of high-level
synthesis tools (Intel/Altera OpenCL framework), it is easy to create effective customized processing
pipelines. In OPERA, a FPGA board has been designed around the Intel Arria10 SoC, which is a
reconfigurable device offering large amount of reconfigurable resources (LUTs, memory blocks, DSPs)
along with hardened ARM cores. These ARM cores have been explored extensively in OPERA as
controllers for the synthesised custom pipelines. Albeit initially planned, during the project lifetime the
consortium discovered that was not possible to exploit optical interconnection of the designed FPGA

HPE Moonshot is a commercial high-density chassis that can host up to 180 standard server processors using
custom designed cartridges, and that fits a 4.3U space in a rack.
1
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devices to directly support interconnection between POWER server and the other (HPE chassis) servers.
This interconnection was supposed to benefit from the CAPI protocol natively available on the POWER
server. To support such interconnection, the final architecture reverted to the adoption of a commercial
advanced interconnection card, namely the Mellanox ConnectX-5. While not able to exploit the optical
interconnection and the possibility to implement custom low-latency protocols, the ConnectX-5 card
uses an even high-speed low-latency interconnection based on the RoCE technology. Such kind of
technology has been thus fully exploited to connect different boxes without negatively impacting on the
performance of Cloud applications, and also to support efficiently migration of Linux Containers (or
VMs). On the contrary, the FPGA accelerator card remained the primary choice of OPERA to create
custom processing system, focusing on the creation of convolutional neural networks and supporting
other complex algorithms (such as ANN as used in the MICMAC use case application).
The POWER8 is a RISC-based processor designed by IBM. It is mainly designed to cover workloads that
are typical of the HPC domain, but thanks to its large flexibility it is interesting to explore its usage also
for accelerating Cloud workloads. In fact, more and more Cloud applications are using complex
algorithmic techniques (e.g., machine learning) that require power hardware. The IBM POWER8
processor is a multicore system, equipped with a large amount of internal cache memory, and
supporting the proprietary CAPI protocol. The CAPI protocol was originally designed by IBM to provide a
cache coherent access to the memory also to external to the CPU devices.
At the software level, OPERA intended to extend the capabilities of standard open source infrastructure
management software. To this end, we selected the OpenStack project as the actual deployment service
platform and implementing upon it a completely technology agnostic (w.r.t., the specific underlying
deployment technology) orchestration system. Through the creation of a custom TOSCA description
format, the implementation of a dedicated internal knowledge base (KB) and allocation algorithms, the
OPERA orchestrator is able to select the most (energy)power nodes where to run the application
LCs/VMs, driving the OpenStack components (HEAT and NOVA for the actual deployment (see
deliverables D5.8 and D5.9). The extensive use of Linux containers allows the use of microservice model
to deploy applications. Here, microservices are independent software modules which expose a welldefined interface and API set. Microservices, generally, are lightweight, since they expose only a
minimalistic interface and the core application service. Microservices and their relationship within the
application are modelled in the OASIS TOSCA as a graph. Each node of the graph defines thus both
capabilities and requirements (i.e., features needed to correctly run it). Among various containers
technology, in OPERA, LXD/LXC technology has been selected. It provides a very flexible interface to
manage the containers. Furthermore, it has been easily integrated within the OpenStack infrastructure.
The KB contains information on how the microservices are assigned to available datacentre nodes.
Based on the information of the current system load and the profiling information available for each
microservice, an initial deployment is made. A run time scheduling policy is indeed introduced to
eventually migrate containers/VMs based on the (energy)power consumption. A further source of
efficiency improvement is represented by techniques designed to ameliorate the management of the
virtual memory. Modern processors use the virtual memory mechanism to better confine applications,
and to extend the memory available to each application. However, this mechanism suffers from a large
overhead that is further exacerbated when Cloud applications are considered. OPERA introduced also an
innovative method to reduce the overhead in managing the virtual.
Looking at the edge of the OPERA architecture, there are smart embedded devices designed to better
support video processing applications with a high energy efficiency level. Since these devices are
demanded to operate also in critical conditions (e.g., disconnection from the main power grid, etc.) an
energy harvesting system (solar panel) has been incorporated in the final design. Targeting at a more
efficient computing platform, a many-core processor with acceleration function for image and video
processing has been used. In particular, function devoted to the acceleration of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) are placed in the same system. CNNs provides capabilities of classifying and
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recognizing patterns with a very good efficiency. Thanks to the design and manufacturing process that
allows the system to perform operations with an ultra-low power consumption, and thanks to the
integration of specific energy efficiency policies, the designed devices is able to operate in such
conditions of being powered by a solar panel. The system has been integrated with a reconfigurable
antenna array, which is designed to optimize the electromagnetic beam, by steering it, through a
software defined radio (SDR) system. The reconfigurable antenna allowed the exploitation also of
different wireless protocol to better adapt to the communication channel conditions.
1.2

TECHNOLOGIES INVOLVED

As highlighted in the previous sections, OPERA project involves many different technologies. The
consortium categorized all the technologies in macro families for a simple identification.
The main technologies used in the OPERA project are already described in D2.3[1]; thus, here below, the
new technologies used from the last issue of the D2.3[1] are presented:
1.2.1 FPGA Device
The FPGA device includes an Arria10-GX660 SoC device with an embedded dual ARM Cortex-A9
processor. There are two optical serial interconnects for scaling and external communication. See
D6.7[2] for more details.

Figure 2 : FPGA SOC device with two optical connections

1.2.2 OpenCL Programming Model
Intel provides an OpenCL compiler for programming Intel FPGA devices. This tool requires each board to
provide Board Support Package (BSP). See D6.7[2] for more details.

Figure 3: BSP Components
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1.2.3 CRIU: Post-copy Migration
By using TCP/IP, we are able to live migrate a fully functional Redis database using post-copy on both
POWER and X86 architectures. This technology is now being used by other companies outside of IBM.
1.2.4 RDMA
Using RDMA, we are able to migrate the same Redis database (currently only validated on the POWER
platform), and considerably reduce the page fault time. We have filed for a patent and are working with
Mellanox to further develop this technology.
1.2.5 Virtual I/O
We implemented a proof-of-concept of a zero-copy vhost solution for reducing overhead in virtual I/O.
We have not yet attained all of our goals but have identified several possible avenues for further
performance gains and increasing power efficiency in virtual machines.
1.2.6 Containerization of Applications
We have demonstrated a method of preparing legacy applications for deployment in a SaaS/PaaS
environment. By doing so, we may benefit from power-aware scheduling algorithms in the cluster. To
take advantage of such advanced features, we must decompose the application into smaller
components, and containerize each component.
1.2.7 Runtime and energy models for memory-intensive applications
We evaluated the performance of memory intensive applications and developed models that play an
important role in placement algorithms like the one developed in OPERA. The placement algorithm
allocates workloads to nodes in a heterogeneous cluster to maximize the energy efficiency of the data
center.
1.2.8 Hashed page tables
We proposed an innovative design for address translation, which is able to reduce the virtual memory
overhead by up to 27% compared to current, state-of-the-art x86 processors. We also extended this
new hash-based design to virtualized setups, where we measured runtime/energy benefits of up to 32%
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2 USE CASES ARCHITECTURE HARMONIZATION AND INTEROPERABILITY
This chapter is an update, related individually to each use case, of the content of D2.3[1], with a
particular focus on important changes, in term of architectural harmonization and interoperability.
2.1 VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE (VDI)
This section is devoted to describing the architecture specific for the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
use case.
2.1.1 Real-life application demonstration target
This use case deals with the delivering of remote services. These services should be capable to
substitute traditional desktop applications, by providing several advantages: lower management costs
both for the desktop machines and licences, and more flexibility since the end user can move from one
place to another and they still can find the same work environment.

Figure 4: VDI use Final case architecture

We have two main differences (highlighted in blue).
1. We substituted the POWER8 system with an ARM-based one, as reported in D2.2[3] because of
compatibility matrix of technologies involved as reported in D2.2[3] and D7.9[4]
2. We substituted FPGA card with RDMA; this is due to problems with the FPGA support earlier in the
project. For this reason, we have replaced it with RDMA (Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC). The reasoning is
explained in detail in D4.7[5].
We achieved this target in terms of energy efficiency parameter:
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141,9

2.2 ROAD TRAFFIC MONITORING
The initial architecture for road traffic monitoring use case is described in the D2.3[1]. It has been
extended to include the offloading mechanism only in a later stage of the project. The whole
architecture foreseen, thus including the mechanism for transferring data on a remote server, is shown
below (see Figure 5). Such architecture provides the deployment of all the elements described in the
first chapter of this document, i.e., an ULP device, a mechanism to transfer data over the network
towards a remote server, and a remote server for processing data.

Figure 5: Initial architecture for road traffic monitoring use case

During the OPERA project, two different implementations of such architecture have been provided,
respectively in the test site 1 and in the test site 2.
In a first step there was no off-loading process: the target was only to implement the real time detection
of road event or road conditions by using an ULP solution. A first architecture, as shown below, have
been devised and implemented to enable to test the detection of congestion and the detection of
wrong way vehicles in the test site 1, by also including a remote server used only for the purpose of
storing received data.

Figure 6: Architecture for traffic monitoring use case: test site 1

As planned, we implement the embedded video-platform including the SecSoc system to process the
video data and an ultra-low power communication system including a Nucleo board, a Wi-Fi module and
a reconfigurable antenna, as shown in Figure 6. Specifically, on the test site 1, the elements integrated
are as follows:
D2.4 | Overall Architecture and interconnections 2
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•

•
•

•

Camera box (designed by TESEO) located on top of the transmitting pole and including:
o SecSoC board (designed by STM) with HW-wired functions embedding software code for
video detection (designed by Neavia);
o Reconfigurable antenna board (Nucleo board designed by STM running code designed by
ISMB)
o Phased array reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB);
Electrical box located at the bottom of the pole containing Neavia debugging equipment including a
mini-PC and a 3G router;
A gateway module composed of:
o Receiver box (designed by TESEO)
Receiving phased array reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB);
Raspberry collecting and streaming data to the server (supplied by ISMB);
o Isère router to transfer data to the server (supplied by LD38);
The remote server is a Moonshot server (hosted by LD38, supplied by HPE) used for storing data;

Compared to the initial architecture, there were two differences:
•
•

Considering that the system has only to transmit alarms to the road management centre, the
embedded video platform communicates with a single Moonshot server.
Considering that the energy autonomous system is not yet light and compact enough to be easily
installed on the test site (a 12 meters high tipping pole), the embedded video platform is
supplied by a mini-PC connected to the grid.

This architecture enables to show the very significant energy efficiency improvement of the real time
road events/conditions detection, which is based on the capabilities offered by the ULP designed
system.
Moving on the test site 2, the off-loading process was fully deployed, enabling to test the cycle counting.
As planned, we implemented an embedded video-platform including the video system and an ultra-low
power communication system coupled with a heterogeneous remote server. This architecture is
described below.

Figure 7: Architecture for traffic monitoring use case: test site 2

The off-loading process has been implemented by several software bricks, including ULP local data
processing software (on video board), a load estimator, and a HE centralized data processing software
(on Moonshot server). Specifically, on the test site 2, the elements integrated are as follows:
•

Camera box (designed by Teseo):
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•
•

•
•

o Orlando board (designed by STM) implementing the CNN and providing data to the
Nucleo
o Nucleo board (designed by STM) embedding code for video detection (designed by
Neavia) and antenna management (designed by ISMB)
Antenna box (designed by TESEO)
o Beam switchable reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB)
A gateway system composed of:
o Receiver box
Receiving beam switchable reconfigurable antenna (designed by ISMB)
Raspberry collecting and streaming data to the server (supplied by ISMB)
Electrical box (in the VMS)
o Isère router to transfer data to the server (supplied by LD38);
o Neavia debugging equipment including a mini-PC and a 3G router
The remote server is a Moonshot server (hosted by LD38, supplied by HPE) used for storing data
and providing computing capabilities for the cycle counting application (by integrating a FPGAbased CNN implementation);

There are three differences with respect to the initial planned architecture:
•

•

•

2.3

The embedded video-platform includes a more innovative video board, the Orlando system
(instead of a SecSoc system) that is more advanced to process the data video by using CNN. It
still includes the ultra-low power communication system based on a Nucleo board, a Wi-Fi
module and a reconfigurable antenna.
Considering the required calculation power to count cycle from the analysis of images, the
heterogeneous cloud data centre includes only a Moonshot server coupled with FPGA boards.
This high efficiency server is enough to provide the required power calculation for counting
cycle.
Considering the constraints of conditioning the Orlando board, two energy supply system are
installed: the energy autonomous system based on a solar panel and a battery as planned, but
also a mini-PC connected to the grid as back-up solution.
TRUCK

We maintained the same architecture but we migrated only a portion fo MICMAC code on the FPGA
card. In fact, after a deep analysis about the MICMAC code, as described in D6.8, some issues were
found:
•
•
•

inefficient and non-scalable parallelization method
huge source code
lack of comments

Due to these issues, it’s very hard to adapt for offloading to an accelerator such as an FPGA, for these
reasons and after profiling the software only an algorithm (ANN) was moved.
We demonstrated the feasibility of the heterogeneous architecture, but it’s necessary a huge effort to
migrate the code on FPGA card.
For this reason, we introduced also a further solution substituting the FPGA card with a GPU card
(NVidia P4) and MICMAC code with PhotoscanPro as described in D7.8 to highlight that heterogeneous
architecture can introduce energy saving. It’s important to highlight that GPU card can be helpful only in
this scope where we elaborate images, instead FPGA card can be configured for different purpose.
With the new configuration we obtained:
〖EE〗_Orthomap= 1,14/kWh
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